
 

The Alpine Adventure Sound Experience 

The new Alpine Adventure Audio sound solutions for the Mercedes Sprinter 907 / 910 has 
arrived - with the listening and mobility styles of motorhome and camping van enthusiasts in 
mind. Specially engineered for the challenging, and often audio-unfriendly environments of 
these camping and utility vehicles, our systems are guaranteed to provide unmatched sonic 
excellence on those long drives to your destination. They are not only a joy to listen to, but 
also a breeze to install, and their distinctive design will spruce up any cockpit without spoiling 
the original cabin cosmetics. Make your road-trips as exhilarating as your activities upon 
arrival with an Alpine Adventure Audio system! 

 



 

Your Sprinter never sounded that good 

Bring high-fidelity audio to your Mercedes Sprinter 907 / 910 at an affordable cost with the 
Alpine SPC-106S907 Adventure Audio speaker system. From deep, rich bass to accurate 
mids and crisp, clean highs – you will hear every note with a new sense of clarity. The 
speaker system handles up to 180 Watts peak power and includes high-end tweeters for an 
audiophile listening experience in your van. 

Made for Mercedes Sprinter 907 / 910 

Whether you are a carpenter, a camping fan or part of a large family, this sound system is for 
you and your Sprinter. The SPC-106S907 Adventure Audio speaker system is compatible 
with all Mercedes Sprinter 907 and 910 versions and any kind of original Mercedes or 
aftermarket radio systems. It is also compatible with the original Mercedes windshield roller 
blinds. 

 



 

Designed to be seen and heard 

The first thing you will notice about the SPC-106S907 are the beautifully designed stainless 
steel tweeter grills on the dashboard, that replace the original plastic tweeter grills. We use a 
cutting-edge chemical photo etching process for highest aesthetics and acoustics 
performance, to make them look stunning from every angle – yet acoustically optimized and 
virtually transparent to the sound waves passing through them. 

Fast & easy installation 

The Alpine speaker system components use only original installation locations for easy 
installation – and to maintain the option to re-install the factory system (if you drive a leasing 
vehicle that needs to be returned at some point in time). All connectors are plug-and-play 
compatible with the original Mercedes wiring harness and connectors. The overall installation 
can be accomplished with regular household tools in a short time. A step-by-step installation 
manual is included. 

 



 

Enjoy crisp, clean highs 

28 mm audiophile-grade silk dome tweeters with back-chambers produce crisp, clean highs 
that let you hear every note with stunning clarity and fast dynamics. Our sound engineers 
also created audio optimized tweeter installation brackets for the dashboard, allowing the 
tweeters to point right at the listeners in the cabin. This strongly improves the sound stage 
and clarity for an amazing listening experience. 

High-end silk dome tweeters 

Take your listening experience to the next level with the Alpine Adventure Audio systems for 
the Mercedes Sprinter 907 / 910. The high-end 28 mm tweeters feature extended high 
frequency response well beyond 25 kHz to faithfully reproduce the sound stage and the 
harmonic details of the music. 

 



 

Dynamic mid-bass experience 

The Alpine-designed dynamic mid-range speakers produce a wide frequency range that 
uncovers the rich details of every audio track – delivering your favorite songs with powerful 
mid-bass and amazing texture and accuracy. The included steel base rings ensure a rock-
solid, vibration free connection to the door frame and perfectly seal the door interior from 
moisture due to the attached silicone seals. 

Upgrade to Adventure Audio: Concert Ensemble 

Get the ultimate listening experience by upgrading your SPC-106S907 speaker system with 
the 550 Watts DSP amplifier & subwoofer kit SPC-W84AS907 for the Mercedes Sprinter 907 
/ 910. The DSP amplifier strongly increases power output and dynamic of your Adventure 
Audio system and features vehicle specific DSP sound settings and a plug-and-play wiring 
harness. Adding a 300 Watts dual voice coil 20cm subwoofer below the passenger seat in a 
sealed, custom fit enclosure results in rich, deep bass and an overall smooth and balanced 
sound experience. There is a version compatible with original Mercedes-Benz radios (SPC-
W84AS907) and a version compatible with Alpine or other aftermarket radios using RCA 
connections (SPC-W84AS907-R). 

 

https://www.alpine.co.uk/p/Products/sound-systems-for-mercedes/spc-w84as907
https://www.alpine.co.uk/p/Products/sound-systems-for-mercedes/spc-w84as907
https://www.alpine.co.uk/p/Products/sound-systems-for-mercedes/spc-w84as907
https://www.alpine.co.uk/p/Products/sound-systems-for-mercedes/spc-w84as907-r

